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Sunday 11/11 - Registration and welcome reception, wonderful mixer, had a
chance to network with new schools and opportunity to catch up with
Chapman University colleagues.
Monday 12/11 – Full day of events took place at Whistling Woods
International, a wonderful campus with great facilities. They’re based in Film
City, Goregaon, which is where many TV shows and Bollywood movies are
shot. Paying respect to the Indian tradition, the event commenced with a
prayer sung by the students of WWI School of Music followed by the lamp
lighting ceremony by veteran actor and Guest of Honor, Shabana Azmi.
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Whistling Woods VR Lab

On a tour of the campus, we were shown the TV sound stage, sound rerecording studio as well as the VR Lab, which is their current area of
exploration of future technologies.

Whistling Woods Sound Lab

	
  

Whistling Woods Soundstage
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This year’s CILECT brought a total of over a 130 delegates present from 130
schools.
This year’s congress saw 5 new schools (candidates) looking to become
Cilect Full-Time Members. They each had their time to introduce themselves
and their respective schools.
Five Candidates:
University of Nevada – Las Vegas, USA
Annapurna International School of Film + Media – Hyderabad, India
London College of Communication – London, UK
Korean University of Media Arts – Sejong, Korea
Kenyatta University – Nairobi, Kenya.
Unanimously all schools were voted in to become a Cilect member.
Keynote # 1:
Lord Puttnam gave his lecture on Cinema Identity - difference between
Director verses Producer. He showed us some references of films such
as “The last tycoon” “The Producers” (1967) “The Bad and the Beautiful” (with
Kirk Douglas). Also introduced a recent documentary called “Showrunners”
The Art of running a TV show.
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Keynote # 2:
Speaker Ravi Velhal Global Content Technology Strategist, Intel in Los
Angeles shared his examples of AR & VR 360 experience through movies
such as The Meg, Le Musk, Dunkirk, First Man and Rio Carnival. The VR
session, which is associated with a sit, down simulation chair and smellactivated sensors. His discussions included how cinema is evolving from
Pixels to Voxels.
They have a massive Intel Studios based in Manhattan Beach, near LAX
airport. There aim is to develop “The Immersive Cinema” revolution through
AR/VR and AI technologies. Intel works in collaboration with Practical Magic
and Positron (http://www.practicalmagic.tv) (http://gopositron.com).
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VR EGG-SHAPED POD CHAIR ‘VOYAGER’
BY POSITRON
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Cilect Prize 2018 Screenings
This years Cilect Prize were awarded to the following films:
Fiction – Facing Mecca – ZHdk, Switzerland
Documentary – Find, Fix, Finish – HFF, Germany
Animation – Poles Apart – NFTS, UK

The evening ended at Whistling Woods with performances by Sivmani and
WWI students.

CILECT LOGO 2018 at WWI

	
  

	
  

WWI STUDENTS

	
  
	
  

ANANDAN SIVMANI – INDIAN PRECUSSIONIST
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Tuesday 13/11
Keynote # 3:
Kalle Boman from Sweden Valand University spoke about the movie “Eat
Sleep Die”, “The Square” & “Force Majure”. Last two have been created by
Ruben Östlund. His films are based on “his interest in the person and his
relationship with social life and the dilemmas that this causes.” – Kalle Boman
Majority of the keynote was on Ruben’s works and his progression from film
school to making major successes such as The Square.
Valand Academy, University of Gothenburg in Sweden is doing a cross
collaboration called the BRIC(S) Experience which involves - Brazil, Russia,
India, China, South Africa, Sweden.

BRIC(S) – VALAND ACADEMY

	
  

Keynote # 4:
Aner Preminger PhD, Independent director/producer/writer from SAPIR,
Israel, gave a great talk on “How to teach the craft of film directing?” His
keynote presentation proposes several slides on an exercise of production
workshop: short fiction methodology. This methodology has been developed
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and implemented by him over the last 30 years. “Students are given five
different exercises, all of which use the same 3-5 minutes scene from a well
known film that meets certain specific requirements” – Aner Preminger. He
showed a student work of them reenacting a scene from The Sopranos.
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Keynote # 5:
Tzara Tristana director and educator from National Film School Denmark
discussed the role of a director and their responsibilities in creating the
framework required in which all specialists are part of the work as co-creators.
Her goal of inspiring student directors to be prepared for the future through
three main areas: 1) Leadership; 2) Entrepreneurship; 3) Collaboration.

Responsibilities of the director

	
  

Director’s role

Keynote # 6:
CUC school in China, Associate Professor Yu Ran presented a keynote on
how China’s youth is using an App ‘Tik Tok’ for video creation and is a source
for increasing subscribers which brings in money for the artist, similar to
YouTube when you have X number of subscribers. Many college students are
becoming content producers while still studying in universities, they gain
millions of audiences / followers. Ran says, “We linked the students to
dominating media platforms.”
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Keynote # 7:
Herman van Eyken keynote focus on Dance with 3D, Herman states –
“Adapting contemporary dance into movement in film is both exciting and
extremely challenging.”
He has been developing a workshop, which includes directors and
cinematographers together with editors and sound engineers and or music
composers. This 10-day exploration of ‘directing the camera discipline’ it looks
at the complete process of working in dance/movement on a film production.
“We very much focus on the development of the visual language skills of
telling a story through pure movement of the body (choreography) in film. A
story with shots and no words.” – Herman van Eyken
His concept consists of projecting 3D on accessible screens without the need
of 3D glasses. Herman suggests shooting in 2D then converting content to
3D. He mentioned a 2019 workshop Concept Design & Trials that will take
place at HKAPA and HK Arts Festival 2019.

Herman van Eyken Keynote
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Herman van Eyken Keynote

	
  
Keynote # 8:
Norbert Kaufmann from Zurich arts keynote was quite interesting. It was
about motion capture collaboration with multiple departments i.e. Dance,
Music and Animation to create character animation through the use of human
motion capture and combined with music and dance. They created a project
called “Happy Robot”
Keynote # 9:
Andy Joule (SoFT, UK) spoke about audio visual principles of VR
animation, directing actors for animation, unfortunately I came in towards the
end of his talk however I believe we can get in touch with him for further info.
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Wednesday 14/11
ARRI gave a talk on its Certified pre-owned program - trading old cameras for
new ones. They also have a workshop where they train people on how to use
the gear and get certified.
The Ethics Lab portion discussed key issues on gender equality and how
there is lack of females in our industry. Some spoke of racial equality in the
work place or acquiring senior positions in universities. Ethics Lab was a
project proposed to CILECT by Dr. Dan Geva in 2016 at the Brisbane
Congress, Australia. This was conceived out of the conviction that ethics
matters, equally, to all of us, the project offers a method of collecting ethical
evidence from film, television and related media students and teachers around
the world, to share with CILECT’s global community. This body of work is
soon to be launched online.
CAPA Regional Meeting (See CAPA Meeting section for details)
Highlight of the day was the election for Cilect newest President, voting as
follows:
Bruce Sheridan - 92 votes
Bert Beyens - 44 Votes
Stanislav Semerdiiev announced the next Cilect Congress, which will take
place In Moscow, Russia 2019. Also receiving a vote of approval - Cilect 2020
will be held in Oslo, Norway.

Thursday 15/11
Keynote # 10:
A wonderful keynote presentations from Whistling woods HOD screen writing
Mr. Anjum Rajabali who used Indian mythology text ‘Mahabharata’
& ‘Ramayana’ to explain story telling and how present day story telling draws
its ideas from Indian, Greek and Roman mythology. “Like all mythologies,
these two stories reflect the deepest dilemmas, anxieties, desires and
contradictions of human nature, and draw their dramatic power from them”
says Rajabali. He suggests through mythology we gather the idea of Female
and male sexuality and how masculinity quashes femininity. Anjum brings out
the fundamental themes that reoccur in Indian cinema: Love, friendship,
justice, loyalty and righteousness verses evil. This also proved as a base for
his explanation of how modern Indian cinema derives themes from these ageold stories
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Keynote # 11:
Hariharan Krishnan who is India’s prolific filmmaker discussed evolving
pedagogy for the millennium. He is a huge fan of non-verbal domain such as
world of dancing, sculpting and music - how these should tie in to our modern
cinema, as cinema is an industrial art. Cinema should not be a
nationalist agenda.
Hariharan states: “I strongly believe that the old segregating conventions need
to be challenged and film schools have to accept and integrate new
developments happening in the domains of VR/AR & IR with open arms.” He
also touched on some basic use of VR in chemistry labs. Hariharan asks, “Is
there a possibility to develop a new Narratology where we can train students
to become the avant-garde: innovators working on Virtual / Augmented
Reality devices customizing narrations for each viewing citizen to render their
own entertainment and share it with others?”

Contextualizing Film Pedagogy
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Keynote # 12:
Shreepali Patel (Story Lab Institute, Cambridge, UK storylabresearch.com)
Fascinating work, Shreepali collaboration with Rob Toulson (robtoulson.com)
to create a sound installation in an art gallery shifting sound perspectives and
360 VR experience using Unity software. I’d be interested in following up with
them for ideas. Shreepali says – “With the growing presence of VR, AR, MR,
and numerous platforms of distribution directors have had to evolve their
practices and communication skills to keep up with the pace of technological
development and distribution.
One of their key projects - The Crossing employed the use of drones to
capture stunning visuals, which can aid in storytelling.
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“The Crossing (2017), a multiplatform award winning project on sex trafficking
(patron: actress Emma Thompson), combined with a case study examination
of the evolving film language involved in constructing a cross-platform digital
(single screen, multi-screen, interactive and immersive) and the relationship
between the director and the production team.” – Shreepali Patel

SCENE FROM ‘THE CROSSING’ (2017)

	
  

Having spoken to Shreepali after her talk, she suggested the following
conference: schoolofsound.co.uk Conference (April 24-27 2019). Link to the
symposium http://www.schoolofsound.co.uk/sos/programme-2019
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CAPA REGIONAL MEETING

Internationalization Agenda
Integrate talent in CAPA Region by having training in particular countries such
as Myanmar, Burma & Cambodia. Working cross culturally by creating a
national identity and national voice.
Joint Masters degree program (self contained Masters Degree), joint masters
in international screen production. Films would be submitted to local film
festivals. Recruit students from multiple locations; use multiple facilities, which
help develop perspectives. Considering this will be quarter of the cost and
double the impact.
Doc Nomads
A Joint Masters documentary initiative (http://www.docnomads.eu) provides a
2-year Joint Masters degree in Documentary filmmaking, International
graduate program.
Each student would be provided a mentor to make sure project is ready in all
stages of the production.
Questions regarding Joint Masters:
1. Whether it provides the quality standards of Education that is required to
complete such a feat. Also what are the quality standards?
2. Who awards the Masters degree, would it be 1 of say 4 schools
collaborating?
3. Would students enroll in 1 of 4 schools based on schools accreditation?

Could we create a possible Joint Masters for CAPA region with select
schools?
Other considerations are Training regional Boot camps (Outback training)
Locations to shoot for possible feature film production collaboration between
schools at Infinite studios (Indonesia & Singapore)
http://www.frameworks.com.sg
Doc Nomads research shows that creative industries have grown over 64%.
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Ashley Burgess runs a 1 yearlong mentorship program called Asia
Pacific Screen Lab. More info write email to Ashley
(A.BURGESS@GRIFFITH.EDU.AU)
Herman van Eyken will email CAPA members to ask 10 questions related to
things we would do as a film school for internationalization, and what
programs we currently do at the moment.
Doc Edge
Deeksha from Doc Edge gave her insight on their Doc resource initiative
(Non-Profit initiative). Their recent initiative Doc Edge Kolkata ( 7 DAYS )
takes place from mid – January to mid – March. First 5 days is an incubation
program with emphasis on tutoring and mentoring. Final 2 days consist of
pitching the concepts with 25 international experts.
Doc Edge consists of the following :
-

30 doc film makers / producers
30 observers ( Film students )
12 Tutor / mentors
There are narrative labs for project development
Screenings & critical dialog
Seminars, talks, presentations – how to get funding

IDOCS –where 5 young filmmakers make shorts
Documentor - 4 days workshop reaches out to unrepresented small towns
Let’s Doc – Fellowship program – 12 projects selected
-

6 tutors
Narrative & Edit labs
Seed growers

Mind for stories – New initiative master classes ( 4 day workshop )
The Documentary Resource Initiative is looking to include academia.
Doc Asia program will be 25 Feb to 4th March 2019.
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Doc Edge Initiatives	
  

	
  

Partnership and Creative Exchange with prestigious Forums / Institutes
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CAPA Conference 2019 or 2020
Can look at doing it in 2019 or March 2020 CAPA regional Conference about
teaching documentary. CILECT Funding provided Euro 8000 max.

CAPA Elections
This year there is a change in format; only four members are voted in the
council. 1 Chair, 1 Vice-Chair & 2 members, this years voting as below:
Chair : Herman van Eyken ( GRIFFITH )
Vice Chair : Huang Yingxia ( BFA )
Member : Rahul Puri ( WWI )
Member : Sebastian Grobler ( NTU )
Two new members elected into council. Ravi Gupta stepped down as a
member.
Herman mentioned since HKAPA are under China so only one school can be
represented per region on council.
Anuradha – FTII Librarian
FTII film school would like to develop a member network (electronic sources)
for CAPA region. This would involve CAPA members procuring a database for
sharing e-resources. At the moment FTII does not have any e-resources. Ravi
Gupta has implemented this resource for WWI students.
Herman stated for example, Viddsee could set up a page for your school.
https://www.viddsee.com/?locale=en
FTII are considering submitting this as a Pilot project to receive funding put
towards e-resources library.
HKAPA won CAPA 2014 PRIZE – FICTION – COUPLE OF STAGE
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Cilect Mumbai 2018 was a wonderful 4-day event with vast insight into the
future of filmmaking, practical challenges to be faced by future directors and
how to include immersive technologies (AR, VR, MR) in storytelling.
With the extensive use of drones to capture stunning visuals as well as
delving into experimental dance & visual imagery opens up new forms of
exploration, to break the former conventions of narrative filmmaking and
introduce these elements. Hariharan during his keynote stated something
quite thought provoking - why does a feature film have to be 90 minutes to be
considered a feature? Why can’t a 10-minute film be considered a feature?
Ever changing technology beckons us as filmmakers to keep progressing, the
future of storytelling depends on how we stay involved with the modern
trends. Ravi Velhal’s keynote ‘The Future of Immersive Cinema: Where
Technology Meets Story’ He is in agreement with Lord Puttnam’s insight,
Velhal stated, “As it should be between Producer-Director, so it should be with
a Technologist and a Storyteller.” It is an inevitable coexistence for technology
to be a major part of our world.
Looking ahead - Cilect Congress Moscow 2019, looks at the ‘Dramaturgy and
the New Media: Challenges and Prospects of Interaction’.
Discussion topics:
•

Dramaturgy and the new forms of meta-communications; new forms of reality;
interpenetration of fiction, documentary and animation into hybrid forms;

•

Interactivity, hypertextuality, nonlinearity, intertextuality and other basic
principles of the new kind of dramaturgy; video blogs, “do-it-yourself” (DIY) of
‘film from scratch’, interactive cinema, video for cell phones (the language of
close-ups), computer games; new characters- the human being design;

•

New media script formats with reference to multimedia and cinema creative
work; new / old means (texts, video, photos, pictures, animated graphics and
others) as part of the script;

•

The school and the tutor roles in the 21st century; the development of a
student’s creative potential – modern teaching technologies and methods.

Look forward to future Cilect Congresses with continued sharing sessions
highlighting innovations, ethical considerations and best practices for the
future of education in cinema.
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